
Blue Eagle Swim Team 
             Return to Competition COVID-19 Plan   

 

This document is an addendum to "BLUE Operational Overview: COVID-19 Procedures 
and Policies" and "Video", providing additional modification procedures specific for BLUE 

hosted USA-S sanctioned Swim Meets held at Nazareth Middle School Pool.   

BLUE Meet Director & Op Risk Director Lisa Serafin serves as point person for this BLUE 
Return to Competition  COVID-19 Plan, as well as liaison to BLUE's COVID-19 Officers, 
Team Director & Staff, Board, and Meet Referee. Contact 

meetdirector@blueeagleswimteam.org with questions specific to this addendum. 

BLUE acts in full compliance with recommendations of USA-S ("Crawl/Walk/Race") 
Middle Atlantic LSC, CDC, Pennsylvania, and Northampton County which is the location 
of Nazareth Middle School Pool, where BLUE's Sanctioned Meets are hosted.   

During the height of the pandemic and most stringent COVID restrictions, BLUE hosted 

only USA-S sanctioned IntraSquad Meets from September 2020 through May 2021 at 
NMS pool. 

The following criteria of each BLUE Sanctioned Meet are reviewed by the Meet Director 
in planning for each meet as published in each Meet Announcement.  If restriction 

requirements change, the specific procedure for each area below are communicated to 
attending teams in BLUE's "Meet Notes" distributed the week prior to the meet, or 

sooner if possible. 

 

1. Capacity:   
a. Pennsylvania defines swim meets and youth sports as "Events and Gatherings". 

i) PA may announce Event Capacity Limits, such as "allowing 25% capacity for 

indoor event venues with maximum occupancy of 0 to 2,000".   
b. NASD facilities requires only that BLUE remain "within the PA mandate". 
c. NMS Pool capacity is 365 maximum (200 on deck, 165 in bleachers).  Based on 

BLUE Team Director's decision to remain cautious, any given meet session may 
not reach the maximum capacity.  
i) The number of swimmers is determined based on safe social distancing in the 

pool particularly for the number of warm-up groups planned for the meet (i.e. 
3 to 4 per lane for warm-up).  

ii) The number of Key Personnel (see later in this document) is determined 

based on the number of swimmers attending..  
d. Nazareth School District will determine if and what other areas of Naz. Middle 

School can be used by BLUE for hosting meets. For example, use of Cafeteria is 

considered when determining the allowed Capacity.   

https://www.teamunify.com/mabest/UserFiles/Image/QuickUpload/covid-policy-2020-2021_010982.pdf
https://www.teamunify.com/mabest/UserFiles/Image/QuickUpload/covid-policy-2020-2021_010982.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ExA0Qq30M0I
about:blank


i) i.e No other areas were permitted to be used by BLUE for IntraSquad meets 
held 2020-21 short course season. 

  
2. Fee Changes-   

a. Surcharge per Swimmer: BLUE submitted a request to MA Director of 

Competition to present to MA Board for review at 9/14/20 meeting, to add $7 
per swimmer surcharge.  This is to cover additional weekend rental fees levied 
by NASD due to custodial schedule changes as a result of the high demands of 

COVID disinfection. BLUE was permitted to charge $5/swimmer surcharge for 
Sept Meet, and approval for $7/swimmer in Oct meet ($5 does not cover 

additional rental fees) was received too late. 
b. Revised 10-26-20: MA board approved, effective 11/1, for all MA meet hosts to 

charge up to $10/IE (in lieu of per swimmer surcharge) during COVID restricted 

meets.  For Nov. meet, BLUE will charge $7/IE.  
c. Future IE fees will be determined by BLUE at time of preparation of each Meet 

Sanction application, as allowable by Middle Atlantic Swimming LSC. 

 

3. Session Swimmers-  
a. The number of sessions in each BLUE meet is determined by the allowable 

Capacity. 
(1) i.e. BLUE IntraSquad meet sessions based on BLUE's current season's 

membership numbers and training group assignments. 

b. Who attends each session is defined based on the safety factors. 
i) i.e. BLUE IntraSquad meet sessions defined by Training Groups or a 

combination of training groups that practice at the same time to limit cross-

exposure to other athletes that do not normally practice together.  
ii) Coaches, when creating entries, must place swimmers only in the session 

named for that swimmer's training group. Coach discretion to change 
sessions based on individual needs of swimmer, or siblings in different 
training group, or perhaps car-pool buddie who already share exposure. 

c. Maximum number of sessions or IEs a swimmer can compete, as defined in each 
Meet Announcement, is determined so to provide competition opportunities for 
all  swimmers equally.   

4. Session Cycle- 

a. Session Cycle lengths are determined based on several factors. Consider: age of 
the swimmer in each session, whether concessions are permitted and available, 
if locker rooms are open or not, extent of space requiring cleaning between 

sessions, etc…   
i) BLUE's estimated Session Cycle for IntraSquad Meets is: 
 Arrival:  10min 

      Warm-Up and Parent Timer Meeting: 20min 
   Nat. Anthem and Swimmer Timer Meeting: 10min 
 Duration of Competition: 1hour 30min 



 Dismissal/Disinfection: 10min 
 Break: 5min 

Adjustments are made as needed (shorter warm-up for younger swimmers, 
5min., at Anthem when Parent Timers present, etc…) 

ii) Estimate 3 sessions Saturday, and 3 sessions Sunday, keeping in mind the 

burden on only the few certified/trained BLUE parents who can run a meet. 
b. Example IntraSquad 2-day Meet Schedule:  

Saturday:   6:50am Coaches/Officials/Volunteers Arrive 

       Session 1:   Swimmer Arrival- 7 to 7:10am  
                         WarmUp- 7:10 to 7:30am.  

                         National Anthem, timer instruction to swimmers- 7:30 to 7:40am 
                         Session 1- 7:40 to 9:10am-ish. 
                         Dismissal & Sanitize- 9:10 to 9:20am 

                         5 min break 
        Session 2:   Swimmer Arrival- 9:25 to 9:35am.   
                         Warmup- 9:35 to 9:55am.  

                         Nat Anthem, Timer Instruction to swimmers- 9:55 to 10:05am  
                         Session 2- 10:05 to 11:35am-ish.  
                         Dismissal & Sanitize- 11:35 to 11:45am 

                         5 min break 
        Session 3:  Swimmer Arrival- 11:50am to 12n  
                         WarmUp- 12:00 to 12:20pm 

                         Nat. Anthem Timer Instruction to swimmers- 12:20 to 12:30pm  
                         Session 3- 12:30 to 2pm-ish 
                         Dismissal & Sanitize - 2 to 2:10pm 

 Sunday:  repeat as Sessions 4, 5, and 6. 
 

5. Duration of Competition - 

    To determine the best timeline to meet the restrictions necessary, the Meet Director      
    will make various adjustments in meet software after entries are received: 

a. i.e. BLUE IntraSquad Meets, held during the strictest Covid requirements, are ran 
at Duration of Competition of 1.5hours within a Session Cycle of 2hrs+25min. 

b. Longer than usual Heat Intervals/Breaks incorporated between heat/events to 

optimize rest time since fewer than usual swimmers compete in each session.  
i) Meet Director can discuss with Team Director and Referee if desire: 

(1)  usual 15-20 sec interval between heats with long breaks between Events 

(this option gives Referee/Starter better flexibility to control or makeup if 
running behind or ahead). 

(2) Or longer heat interval with no/shorter breaks between Events. 

c. Calculate different timelines by adjusting number of lanes in use, to maximize 
the rest time.  
i) Keep in mind, when swimmers time for each other (if no parent timers 

present in session), it's best to keep same number of lanes in use for each 
heat/event to limit the incidence of a missing timer. 



d. Consider racing in only every other lane when two parent timers per lane (if not 
using automatic timing) or for relays, to provide social distancing. 

d. Meet Dir will provide Starter and Referee with Heat Sheets that include estimated 
start time of each event to guide the pace of the session. 

6. Events - 
    Events in each session are customized to accommodate the age groups and event   

    distances of the swimmers assigned to that session.  It may not be the usual     
    grouping of events used in non-Covid meets. They may be "open" or an unusual age   
    range.  

    However, events must still fully follow USA-S and MA (i.e. 10yr&U) guidelines.  
i) i.e BLUE training group for the season are assigned by BLUE Coaching staff in 

careful consideration of each swimmers age and skill level. 
 Senior Training Group consists of 13yr and older swimmers 
 Royal Training Group consists of swimmers ages 10yr to 14yr. 

 Cadet Training Group consists of swimmers ages 7yr to 13yr 
 Teal Training Group consists of swimmers ages 6yr to 12yr. 
 Aqua Training Group consists of swimmers ages 5yr to 11yr. 

ii) With permission from BLUE Referee, events will be mixed gender to optimize 
lane space. 

   

7. Seeding-  
    As required at the time of this revision, by USA-S, meets must be Pre-Seeded.  No      
    Deck Entries are permitted.     

    BLUE Meet Director will perform Seeding promptly after entries received, as it is      
    more time-consuming to address COVID mitigation initiatives.  

a. Some examples of methods used are: 

i) Option 1- Manual Seeding or manual adjustments to auto-seeding:  
(1) If Events are designed in "sets" (i.e. 100yd pentathlon vs 200yd 

pentathlon Event Sets where swimmers compete in all 5 events of the 
set), swimmers are manually seeded to be pre-assigned to the same 
heat/same lane for each event in which they compete.  

(2) When swimmers act as Timers for the following heat and carry their own 
clipboard/timer sheets.  

(3) If Assigned SEATING is in use for the swimmers, manual seeding is used 

to avoid crossing paths of traffic flow around the pool 
b. Option 2:  

i) If swimmers are in various events (not a set), or when clipboard/timer sheets 

are left at the lane, or when using Parent Timers, Auto-Seeding is run in meet 
manager. 

8. COVID Policy Review - 
a. All BLUE members (swimmers, parents/guardians, coaches/staff, officials, board 

members, etc…) are required to review BLUE's COVID Policy and Procedures and 



Video upon registering for the season.  The Video is geared toward practice 
protocol, so meet specific meet changes are explained below in Appendix 3. 

b. BLUE Participants are required to electronically sign BLUE Permission to 
Participate and Hold Harmless Waiver  (see Appendix 1) in season registration. 
These BLUE waivers and acknowledgements are kept in annual membership & 

staff records.  
c. All BLUE meet participants (coaches, swimmers, parents) are provided this BLUE 

Return to Competition Plan in each meet info page to review prior to attending 

the meet. 
d. Meet participants/attendees from outside of BLUE are in agreement to BLUE 

Waiver Statement in the Meet Announcement by virtue of their being present at 
the meet venue.  
 

 
9. Arrival- 

a. Head Count when Capacity is restricted- 

 BLUE Meet Director, in the weeks prior to the meet, keeps track of all who will 
be permitted in the natatorium.  (See Appendix 4). Swimmers only permitted in   

         the session they are competing, Coaches/Staff as named by Team Director,   

         Officials/volunteers who must haven names on the Job Sign-Up.  
i) This allows the Meet Director to bring in extra swimmers or    
   trainees/apprentices if space permits, while maintaining below max capacity. 

b. SCREENING Table- 
i) All meet participants (coaches, officials, volunteers, swimmers) Check-In at 

the Screening Table during the published Arrival time. The Screening Table 

will be overseen likely by Team Director or another Key Meet Personnel 
instructed in the process by the Meet Director in the USA-S/MA Deck Access 
Credential Screening process, as well as Covid Health Screening. 

ii) BLUE Meet Director prepares/provides the Screening Table personnel the 
following: 

(1) Health Screen Sheet, when required, with all participants names pre-
filled as noted in swimmer entries and Officials/volunteer Job Sign-ups.    
(a) Each participant's answer/temp check is documented on the Meet 

Session Questionnaire (see Appendix 2).       
(b) A separate sheet is provided for each meet Session. All participants 

must be listed on the sheet for each session they attend, for contact 

tracing purposes. 
(2) If swimmers are Assigned Seating, a Sticker is given to the swimmer with 

their seat location (i.e. by heat/lane as shown in Appendix 3 page 2.) 

(3) If swimmers will act as Timers, their personal Bucket labeled with their 
name is provided (see below step "Timer)  

(4) Credential Screening- Wristbands for each pre-screened (by Meet 

Director) Official, non-athlete member of USA-S as listed on the Job Sign-
up and Coach/Staffing schedule. They will not need to show their Photo 



ID or Deck Pass PLUS to table personnel, as the Meet Director will pre-
screen and address all issues for all days of the meet with the individual 

prior to the meet.  
(5) Non-USA member volunteers (timers, timing and scoring operators, etc) 

will be provided a disposable Name Sticker (instead of BLUE's usual 

volunteer lanyard) to be visibly worn throughout the session.   
(6) Blank waivers, name tags in case of NASD administration request to enter 

natatorium.  

(7) BLUE Meet Director addressed with MA Dir. of Competition (10/18/20) the 
need for prior notification of meet visit/inspection by MA to ensure max. 

capacity is not exceeded, and pre-meet instruction provided, such as 
updates to this policy and return of completed waiver. 
 

10. Seating-  
Swimmer seating may be either in the bleachers or in chairs on deck as 
determined by Meet Director and Team Director for each meet. 

 As described above in "Seeding" Step:  
a. Assigned Seating is provided ideally when "Seeding Option 1" above is in place 

for a meet. When meet events are in a set (i.e. pentathlon) and swimmers are 

assigned the same heat/lane for every event, or swimmers act as timers and 
carry their own clipboard, then  seating is arranged in same order.  This will help 
to limit cross-traffic. 

(1) Check-In Table will provide the swimmer with a sticker stating their     
               seating location.  

b. There is No assigned seating when swimmer events are not in sets, or parent 

timers present, or few swimmers in a session. Swimmers are instructed by 
Screening Table personnel to select any seat in appropriate area (bleachers or 
chairs on deck).  

c. Swimmers keep their pool bag with them at their seat for the entire meet. This is 
different from the general Covid Policy where swimmers leave their bag in 

bleachers during practice.  
d. See Appendix 3: IntraSquad meet Bleacher or Chair Seating Assignments Chart.  
 

11.  Shower -  
 Swimmers shower prior to warm-up if not showered at home prior to coming to the    
 meet. As soon as swimmers arrive, settle in their seat, they should proceed, socially   

 distanced, to rinse for 30 seconds in the diver shower on deck. They can then stand  
 on deck at their assigned warm-up lane and wait for announcement for Warm-Ups  
 to begin.  

 
12. Timers-  
     Timers operate 1 watch and 1 button, pad is primary timing method. 

a. Swimmer Timers: 



i) In most sessions with older swimmers, the swimmers will act as timers for 
other swimmers. The best option is determined by Meet Director after entries 

received and seeding is determined.   
ii) Swimmers attend Timer's Meeting held after the end of warm-up while seated 

in their assigned places. 

iii) BUCKETS:  
Option 1-  
(1) Timer Buddy: When the meet is held as above in "Seeding Option 1" 

above (in event sets, same heat/lane for each event), each swimmer is 
paired with a Timer Buddy, who time for each other for the entire meet 

(i.e.  50yd Pentathlon swimmer in H1/L1 times for 100yd Pentathlon 
swimmer in H1/L1). 

(2) Each swimmer is given a Bucket with their name on it at Check-In 

prepared by the Meet Director.  
(3) The Bucket contains their own clipboard with only timer sheets for their 

buddy swimmer, own pencil, own stopwatch. 

(4) Place their towel and face mask in Bucket as well. 
Option 2-  
(1) When swimmers are not in same heat/lane for every event, they will not 

have a paired timer buddy. Therefore an individual clipboard is not 
included in each swimmer's Bucket.  

(2) There is one clipboard per lane containing all timer sheets for that lane. 

(3) Swimmers from previous heat act as timer for the following heat, and 
write the watch time on the lane clipboard. 
(a) To minimize handling of the shared clipboard, the clipboard is mounted 

on the wall behind each block. 
(4) Swimmers are provided hand sanitizer at the check-in table to use on their 

walk back to their seat. 

(5) Since buttons are also shared, 70% alcohol wipes may be included in each 
Bucket. As instructed by Colorado Timing Systems, 70% isopropyl alcohol 

is the desired and safe disinfectant for buttons. Timer wipes button after 
race ends.  
 

iv) Meet Director will review the final heat sheets prior to the meet, to make             
      every attempt to pre-identify gaps in timers.  
      Examples: 8&U swimmer in an older training group will not act as a timer,   

      and not given a Bucket. 
     Example: no swimmer in the lane in prior heat, or swimmers who must leave      
     the meet early, etc…… 

     In these cases, Meet Dir. will mark/highlight the Starter/Ref's Heat Sheets        
     to warn them of the need for MD and/or Team Director will step in as timer,    
      to help avoid delays.  

 
b. Parent Volunteer Timers: 



i) Staffed typically for sessions that include 25yd 8yr&U races, and younger 
swimmer's training groups such as Aqua and Teal, or any session as pre-

determined by Meet Director. 
ii) An adult timer will be assigned to each lane for the entire session. Swimmers 

will not time in sessions with adult timers. 

iii) Meet Director provides the number needed and in which sessions to BLUE 
Volunteer Coordinator/Secretary to post in Job Sign-Up. 

i) Job Signup for parent volunteer timers is posted. A minimal number of job 

slots is posted initially to keep within maximum capacity.  Once entries 
received, Meet Director will seed and review timeline.  If more lanes are 

needed, the MD or TD will multi-task as timer, or if space allows the MD will 
add more Timer slots to Job Sign-Up. 
 

c. Timer meetings may be held virtually, the week prior to the meet.  The MD will  
           provide contact information to the Starter of the parent volunteers listed on the   
           Job Sign-Up. Alternately, a video can be prepared by the Starter/Ref and  

           provided.  At the meet, a quick test of the stopwatches can be conducted just   
           prior to meet  start. 

 

13.  Start of Races- 
       Referee/Starter will announce when each heat should leave their seats to proceed       
        to their assigned lane starting block or to a pre-designated Staging Area.  

        This will be spaced one heat at a time, after the previous heat has been  
        dismissed/cleared from the area, and/or parent timers are in their proper place. 

i) 25yd races will pre-determined  by Team Director/ Referee if starting from 

shallow end, permissible due to 4ft depth at NMS pool (in the water, or dive 
from pool deck) or from block end for each meet. 

14.  Sportsmanship-  

  Swimmers will not shake hands before or after races.  Only Verbal signs of      
  sportsmanship are highly encouraged. Participants should avoid yelling, no gum   
  chewing, in order to limit aerosolization.  Wear Mask at all times when on deck. 

 
 

15. Traffic FLOW on Pool Deck:  Cool Down & Pool Exit - 

       There are No Fly-over starts. 
       Meet Director obtains Ref/Starter/Coaches desired number cool-down laps to   
       determines the best traffic flow for each session, and communicates to all   

       participants in "Meet Notes". Everyone being consistent is key to safe social     
       distancing.  Various scenarios exist each with pros and cons.      
a. When swimmers are Timers (older group sessions). Timer for following heat. 

 
EVEN # Cool Down Laps- 

i. Scenario 1: seated either in bleachers or deck chair 

a) Swimmer brings Bucket with them & places by block before their race.  



b) EVEN # Cool Down Laps.  
c) Exit block end.   

d) Pickup Bucket, put on mask. Go to back wall. Dry with towel. Prepare watch.  
e) THEN Starter calls next heat to blocks (they bring Bucket and leave by block). 
Con: too much delay calling next heat to blocks. 

 
     ii. Scenario 1a:  same as 1 except: 

e) Starter calls next heat to blocks during doing cool down laps.   

Pro: quicker to start next race 
Con: both heats behind blocks same time is too crowded. 

 

 ODD # Cool Down Laps- 
i. Scenario 2: 

a) Swimmer brings Bucket & places by block before their race 

b) ODD # of Cool Down Laps. 
c) Exit Shallow End 
d) Walk, all counter-clockwise in line 6ft apart back to your block,  

e) Pickup Bucket, put on mask. Go to back wall, dry off. Prepare watch.  
f) THEN starter calls next heat to blocks (bring Bucket & leave by block) 

    Con: too much delay waiting to call next heat to blocks. 

    Con: walking all the way back to blocks without a mask on 
 

ii. Scenario 2a:  Only when Seated in Deck Chair 
a) Swimmer leaves Bucket on chair 

b) ODD # Cool Down Laps 
c) Exit shallow end.  
d) Walk in direction of your Chair. 

e) Pickup Bucket at your chair, put on mask, walk to back wall. Dry with towel.  
Prepare watch.  

f) THEN Ref/Starter calls next heat to blocks. 

 Pro: quicker to call next heat to blocks during Cool-down laps  
 Con:  bi-directional traffic from shallow end instead of Counter-clockwise only. 
 

Coach can visit each swimmer along back wall or walk with them to back wall to 
comment on their races. 
 

b. For sessions with Parent Volunteer Timers and 25yd 8&U races: 

i. Scenario 1: 
a) After race, swimmers are told to swim an ODD number of cool-down laps  
b) Timers step to back wall 

c) Starter calls next heat to blocks while previous heat is still in pool cool-down laps 
d) Exit the shallow end of pool after cool-down lap. 
e) Walk in direction of chair. 

Con: multi-directional traffic from shallow end instead of just counter-clockwise 
Pro: but only back to chair, not entire distance of pool without mask 

 

 



ii. Scenario 2:  
a) Even number or NO Cool-Down Laps 

b) Parent Timers step back to stand along back wall  
c) Swimmers exit pool. Return to seat counter-clockwise traffic flow. 
d) After swimmers seated, then Starter/Ref calls next heat to blocks, counter-

clockwise traffic flow. 
CON:  delay in calling next heat to blocks 

c. If one of a buddy pair is not competing in a particular event, they still come on 
deck when their usual heat is called, bringing their Bucket. Stand at back wall to 

prepare to timer for the next heat. 
 
d. At the end of an Event, the last heats may return to their seat for break,  

bringing their Bucket with them. Or leave Bucket at back wall if entering the pool 
during break.    

i. Referee will announce if pool is open during break between events. 

ii. If so, swimmers will enter the pool in same manner as warmup 
instructions prior to session start.  

iii. Just before Heat 1 of the next Event, the Starter will call those Timer(S) 

(last heat of previous event) to the back wall (bringing Bucket) just prior 
calling the swimmers in the 1st heat of the next event to the blocks. 

 

17. Timing-   
a. Swimmers who just completed their race now standing along back wall, start 

their watch for the following heat with the strobe light, then leave end wall and 
approach the block bringing their Bucket.  

i. Pick up button, stop along with watch at the race finish. 

ii. While competitors are doing cool-down laps, Timers record watch time on  
clipboard (either their own from their Bucket, or the shared lane clipboard 
mounted on the back wall).   

iii. If given 70% isopropyl alcohol in their Bucket, wipe down button. 
iv. Return to seat (counter-clockwise traffic) bringing Bucket. 
v. Use hand sanitizer provided at check-in table.  

 
b. Parent Timers have their own clipboard for the lane, own watch and own pencil.   

Since only one operator using the button, 70% isopropyl alcohol cleaning needed 

only at end of session. 
 

18.  Spectators-  

a. BLUE fully participates in USA-S Safe Sport Program and best practice guidelines.   
       When mandated by required COVID mitigation that spectators are not permitted in   

       natatorium during the , BLUE will provide a live video feed link, of the pool and  
       pool deck, and score/timer board to member parents just prior to the meet (via   
       account emails) to observe their swimmers remotely.  Parents can opt to share the  

       link with other family/friends. 



i) Heat Sheets and a tentative timeline will be posted on BLUE website, Hosted 
Meet tab, to help parents follow along remotely. 

ii) Results will be posted on Meet Mobile upon Admin Official's close-out of each 
event. 

b. Spectators will be admitted when permitted by Covid mitigation requirements. 

When possible, overflow seating with video feed provided in Cafeteria. 
 

19. Key Meet Personnel -   

a. BLUE parents who are trained/certified and can multi-task in key meet roles bare 
the onus to run meets during the current PA COVID restrictions.  These parents 

have been contacted and agree to act in their trained roles. Key roles needed to 
host a USA-S sanctioned meet are: 

i. 1 Referee 

ii. 1 Starter 
iii. 2 Stroke & Turn Officials 
iv. Timing (CTS6) Operator 

v. Scoring (Hytek) Operator 
vi. MD/AO 
vii. 2-3 BLUE Training Group Coaches  

viii. Team Director 
ix. Videographer (if needing to stay with equipment) 
x. BLUE received permission from Dir. of Competition to waive ORD 

requirement for home hosted Covid era intra-squad meets. 
b. Depending on skill level of key meet personnel available for each session, and if 

allowable by USA-S and MA, Meet Director will assign personnel multiple roles. 

i. One can do both CTS6 and Hytek since long interval between events.  
ii. Coaches act as marshals during warm-up and lifeguard. 

c. All key personnel wear masks and remain 6 feet socially distant when required.  

d. All key personnel assist in disinfecting between sessions and at end of the day.  
Cleaning products stocked and provided by Team Director for home hosted 

meets. 
 
 

 

 

Key Meet Personnel Communal Items assigned 

Hytek Operator Clipboards, watches, Buckets, writing utensils 

MD/AO Scorer table items, electronics, volunteer lanyards 

CTS6 Operator Buttons, Starting Blocks 

Coaches Rest room in Coach office, Health Screen Table,  

Referee Bleachers & railings 

Starter Starting Unit, buttons, electronic whistle 

2 Stroke & Turn Officials Officials Table, Hand sanitizer bottles,  

Parent Timers -in certain sessions of meet Assist cleanup at end of meet  
ORD  



18.  Equipment: 
a. Officials bring own oral whistles. BLUE purchased two electronic whistles for use. 

b. BLUE Meet Dir. purchased 10ft cable for interface of CTS6 and laptop. 
c. Minimal meet supplies are brought to pool deck. Leave drawers in office and 

bring few individual items: bag of pens & pencils in cups, cup to place dirty/used 

pens/pencils, clipboards, DQ slips & holder, 1 roll painters tape, extension cord, 
power tower, stapler/staples, one pack paper. CTS6 & Hytek printers. 

d. No additional items requested from NASD facilities (no tables or chairs) that 

would require more cleaning. 
 

19.  Non-Athlete RECON- 
     Meet Director will perform certification screening prior to the meet, to encompass all   
     dates of the meet. All coaches/officials/volunteers must be signed up prior to the  

     meet since the usual Credential Deck Access Table and personnel are not present.   
     Wrist bands for officials/non-athlete USA members/coaches, and volunteer     
     Name Stickers (disposable and will not require cleaning as usual volunteer lanyard)    

     will be provided by Meet Director to be distributed at Health Screening Table upon   
     arrival.   
     Anyone who does not pass screening will be contacted prior to meet and table  

     personnel notified if cannot be permitted onto pool deck. 
 
    

20. No concessions or hospitality will be offered if not permitted by COVID mitigation. 
Participants will be instructed in Meet Notes to bring their own. BLUE Board 
approved one cooler with bottled drinks be provided starting Oct 2020 intrasquad 

meet.  When permitted, concession and hospitality services will again be provided, 
as determined by BLUE Board.  Prepackaged food items or communally served menu 
items as permitted.  

 
21. BLUE Meet Director will sign and submit the MA COVID Code Agreement document 

with sanction requests.   

 

 

 

 

file:///C:/Users/Owner/Documents/Bid%20Forms%202020-21/BLUE%20Return%20to%20Competition%20Plan/BLUE%20covid-code-agreement%209-8-2020.pdf


22. BLUE, USA-S and MA Assumption of Risk Statements - 

 



23.   BLUE's Emergency Preparedness Plan (rev. 7-31-21) includes response to positive 

COVID cases.  

CONCLUSION: 

As COVID mandates change, BLUE will reevaluate and update this Return to 

Competition Plan: 

 If restrictions are loosened, and with the approval of NASD facility usage, BLUE may 

opt to submit sanction requests to MA (i.e. to change BLUE's IntraSquad meets to a 

format that allows more teams to participate in person, such as dual, tri-meets, or 

as large as the open meet formats BLUE has held in previous years, if permitted by 

updated guidelines).   

o Dates of those meets would remain the same, when at all possible, as 

previously approved by MA's Sanction Process, possibly with addition of Fri 

session if not already in the sanction, or new sanction submitted to MA. 

 If restrictions are further tightened, BLUE Meet Director/Team Director will consult 

with MA Director of Competition to re-determine sanction. 

o Example: If capacity limits are tightened after meet entries are received, 

entries may be reduced to teams on first come-first serve basis, based on 

date/time stamp of initial entry email. 

o Example: NASD no longer honors BLUE's rental contract, then BLUE will 

reevaluate the ability to host the initially sanctioned meets, unless other local 

pool facilities can be secured for rental.  

BLUE Meet Director will revise and post updated Return to Competition Plan  document 

to comply with the updated regulations.  

If BLUE is awarded a bid to host a meet at any other pool, the above criteria will be re-

addressed specific to that facility. 

REFERENCES: 

Wolf Administration Mitigation Orders lifted 5-31-21 

PA Covid Business Guidance 11-23-20.docx 

Gov. Wolf 11-23-20 PA Updated Mitigation.docx 

Amendment  10/6/20 to the Order of the Secretary of the PA Dept of Health Directing 

Mitigation Measures   and  HERE 

Crawl, Walk, Race: USA Swimming Return to Competition Plan  

../../../EAP/BLUE%20Emergency%20Action%20Plan%20Jan%202021.pdf
https://www.media.pa.gov/pages/health-details.aspx?newsid=1437
file:///C:/Users/Owner/Documents/Bid%20Forms%202020-21/BLUE%20Return%20to%20Competition%20Plan/PA%20Covid%20Business%20Guidance%2011-23-20.docx
file:///C:/Users/Owner/Documents/Bid%20Forms%202020-21/BLUE%20Return%20to%20Competition%20Plan/Gov.%20Wolf%2011-23-20%20PA%20Updated%20Mitigation.docx
https://www.health.pa.gov/topics/disease/coronavirus/Pages/Guidance/Event-Occupancy.aspx
https://www.health.pa.gov/topics/disease/coronavirus/Pages/Guidance/Event-Occupancy.aspx
https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/20201006-SOH-amendment-to-targeted-mitigation-order.pdf
about:blank


LSC Sanction Requirements  USA-S Return to Competition 

https://www.pa.gov/guides/responding-to-covid-19/#ReopeningPennsylvania 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/youth-sports.html  

https://www.health.pa.gov/topics/disease/coronavirus/Pages/Guidance/Targeted-Mitigation-

FAQ.aspx. 

Colorado Timing Systems. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3M_0pmscX5k 

about:blank
about:blank#ReopeningPennsylvania
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3M_0pmscX5k
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Appendix 3-  pg. 2 of 3    Seating in chairs on deck: 
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Seating in Bleachers, 6 lanes in use for session: 

 



Appendix 4 

 

Meet Director pre-meet tracking of Pool Deck Access within Maximum 

Capacity: 
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Officials: 
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Starter 
2 S&T 

 

Group 
Coaches 

 

Coach 
Mike 
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MD 

AO 
CTS6 
Hytek 

ORD & 
Safety 

Marshal Timer 
adults 

TOTAL 
 

Max #: 
MD will adjust 
based on skills & 
apprentice 
requirements of 
those who sign-up 

 

 
(3-4/lane 
max) per 
WarmUp 

Group 
planned 

3-4 2-3 1-2 2-4 

1-2 ORD 

0-1 
Marshal 

 

<= __ 
(__% PA 
allowed 

max 
capacity) 

Sat:  
    #1 

  
 

   
 

  

    #2          

    #3          

Sun: 
     #4 

      
 

  

     #5       
 

  

    
    #6 

      
 

  



 

Rev. History: 
9/11/20: Adopted. 

10/26/20: Updated to include 10/6/20 revised PA event capacity limits, and MA Board  
10/12/20 IE fee revision. 
11/17/20: Updated Order Secretary PA DOH Universal Face Coverings 

11/23/20: Updated Mitigation Orders effective 11/27/20.  
3/1/21, 4/4/21: Updated PA indoor maximum capacity. 

5/31/21 Mitigation Orders lifted 5-31-21 
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